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The Arabidopsis root is ideally suited for a multi-scale 

physiome approach

• Simple morphology and dynamics  

• Molecular & cellular basis of root growth and 

development are (reasonably) well understood

• Genomic and imaging technologies needed to 

generate datasets are available

CPIB activities include modelling of gene networks, 
hormone transport, cell and tissue biomechanics; 
network inference and parameterisation; image 
analysis; data production, analysis and dissemination 

Modelling Arabidopsis root growth 



Plant cell wall compostion

Somerville et al (2004) Science 306 2206-11.

• Cellulose microfibril skeleton

• Cross linked by hemicellulose
(xyloglucan) 

• Embedded in matrix of pectins
(homogalacturonan and 
rhamnogalacturonans)

• Hormones regulate wall 
softening (auxin targets 
epidermis, GA endodermis)

CPIB is generating gene expression data for 5 zones of the root, and 

capturing changes in expression of cell-wall enzymes such as 

expansins, xyloglucan endotransglycosylases, pectinesterases



Root growth is driven by 
anisotropic cell expansion
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Biophysics of Plant Cell Growth

• Plant cells are highly pressurized 
(3-5 bar)

• Walls resist radial expansion, 
extend axially to allow growth

• Expansion modelled using the 
Lockhart equation

• Microfibril orientation may 
correlate with microtubles

Sugimoto et al (2000) 
Plant Phys. 124 1493-1506



• Model cell as a cylinder

• Constant internal turgor pressure

• Rigid end plates

• Wall modelled as viscous liquid 

sheet, reinforced with fibres, 

director field a; U*=v*+u*

• Exploit thin-layer asymptotics
(extending Van der Fliert et al. 1995)

• Wall parameterized by four viscosities; yield stress ignored

A reduced model of a single cell



Normal stress balance

Mass conservation (constant wall thickness)

Axial stress balance

Shear stress balance

Fibre reorientation

Extension in fibre direction

Stresses averaged

across film thickness

Plus force balance & kinematic

conditions on end plates



Fibres orthogonal to cell axis

• Expand for large m2+4m3

• Force balance on end plate

• Growth rate regulated by matrix viscosity

Extensibility defined in terms of matrix and geometric parameters
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Small fibre tilt

Fibres reoriented by axial extension, inducing twist

External torque, plus 

matrix viscosity,  

regulate growth and 

twist
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Residual torque 

arises if uq=0



No extension in the fibre direction, f=O(1)

• Take m2→∞ and ζ→0, introducing Lagrange multiplier T

• Enforce zero radius change by imposing torque, and seek uniform stretching
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Cell extension suppressed as fibres reorient

… yielding a nonlinear Lockhart equation



Scaling up

Vertex-based models exploit thin-walled polyhedral structure

Compute tissue extensibility in terms of individual cell walls

Explore growth regulation in cell layers by targetted misexpression

Ubeda-Tomás et al. 2008



Auxin regulates transcription of PIN efflux carriers

Scaling up and down

Homogenize at tissue scale

Leah Band, Alistair Middleton, John King, Markus Owen



Summary

• Thin-layer fibre-reinforced fluid sheet model 

captures and extends the Lockhart equation for a 

single elongating root cell

• Now being extended to multicellular structures, 

integrated with hormone transport and enzyme 

action

• Gap in knowledge at molecular level of how 

viscosities depend on microstructure
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